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The determination of radiation streaming through the various

penetrations that will be present in the blanket and shield of

a D-T burning fusion reactor is one of the more complicated

problems facing nuclear design engineers. Penetrations of

varying size and shape will be required for neutral particle

injection, rf heating, vacuum pumping, and plasna diagnostics.

The radiation streaming through these openings will degrade the

reactor performance by the adverse effects of nuclear heating,

induced activation, and radiation damage in vital components.

The effects of radiation streaming must be estimated during the

design of the reactor. It is necessary, therefore, to have experi

mental verification of the nuclear data and radiation transport

methods that will be used to carry out these calculations. Inte-

gral experiments are being performed at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory to provide this verification. Measurements have been

made to determine the streaming of ̂14-MeV neutrons through a

simple iron duct imbedded in a concrete shield.

The verification of the nuclear data and radiation transport

methods is made by extensive comparisons between the measured
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and calculated neutron and gamma ray energy spectra at several

locations on and off the axis of symmetry of the duct.

The experiments are performed using M.4-MeV neutrons pro-

duced from the interactions of 250-keV deuterons with tritium

saturated in a titanium target. The neutron source strength
Q

is "v<10 n/s. The target is enclosed in an iron can which tailors

the neutron distribution to correspond to that incident on the

first wall of a fusion reactor. A cylindrical iron duct having

an inner radius of 0.15 m, a wall thicKness of 0.075 m, and a

length-to-diaraeter ratio (L/D!) of 3 extends from the source can.

The assembly Is imbedded in a concrete structure which simulates

a shield surrounding the plasma. Neutron and gamma ray pulse

height spsctra were measured at seventeen detector locations on and

off the axis of symmetry of the duct using a 5 cm x 5 cm cylindrical

NE-2.13 liquid scintillator. The neutron and gamma-ray data were

obtained simultaneously using pulse-shape discrimination methods

and spectral unfolding techniques were used to resolve the ei-ergy

spectra from the pulse-height data.

The calculated neutron and gamma-ray energy spectra are

obtained using a computer code network that employs both discrete

ordinates and Monte Carlo radiation transport methods. The experi-

mental configuration is represented in r-z geometry with cylindrical
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symmetry about the deuteron beam-duct axis using 82 axial and

62 radial mesh intervals to describe the geometry. The D-T

neutron source used in the calculation accounts for the angle -

energy correlation of neutrons emitted from the reaction. The

discrete ordinates calculations are carried out on an S,_

angular quadrature and a P, expansion of a 53-neutron-21-gamma-ray

multigroup cross section set obtained by collapsing the 171-neutron-

36-gamma-ray VITAMIN-C data library.1

The radiation transport calculations are initiated using a
2

sequence of discrete ordinates codes consisting of GRTUNCL,

DOT,3 and FALSTF.4 GRTUNCL calculates uncollided neutron flux

and first collision source distributions throughout the geometric

mesh used to define the experimental geometry. These data are

used as input to the DOT code which calculates the collided neutron

and secondary gamma ray flux distributions and also writes a final

scattering source for input to the FALSTF code. This code calcu-

lates the total neutron and gamma ray flux at points external to

the concrete and iron duct and has the advantage of eliminating

ray effects that could arise from intense final scattering sites

in the geometry. The neutron energy spectra were obtained from

this sequence using a Pj Legendre expansion of the scattering

cross sections. The spectra at detector locations off the axis

of symmetry do not compare favorably with those obtained from

the experiment. The differences between the Measured and calculated



data are due to the inadequacy of the P, data for representing

the elastic and inelastic to discrete level single scattering

of neutrons from the iron duct to the detectors.

This phenomena was corrected by calculating the single

scattered neutron contribution using a version of MORSE that

incorporates continuous (point) cross section data rather than

multigroup formatted data and which accesses ENDF/B-IV data

files directly. These data files contain higher order Legendre

expansions of the neutron scattering cross sections. Thus, the

neutron flux at detector location r is obtained by evaluating

expressions of the form

• Cr) = M r ) -<t>fS(r) + ^ ( r )t ^ 3 P£

where 4>t(r) is the neutron flux calculated by the GRTUNCL-DOT-

FALSTF sequence and contains the uncollided, single scattered,

SS
and multiply collided neutron contributions. <J>D (r) is the

single scattered contribution to the flux obtained using dis-
co

crete ordinates methods, and <|>D (r) is the single scattered

neutron flux obtained from the MORSE (point cross section

calculation).

The calculated neutron energy spectra obtained using this

procedure are compared with measured data in five detector

locations in Fig. 1. The measured spectra are given by the



curves and the calculated data are given by the-points. The

two solid lines at each detector location indicate the statistical

uncertainty band in the unfolded neutron spectrum. The calculated

data were obtained by smoothing the flux per unit energy in each

multigroup interval with an energy dependent Gaussian response

function characteristic of the poutron response of the detector.

(The flux from the MORSE calculation was binned in energy inter-

vals corresponding to the multigroup energy boundaries used in

the discrete ordinates calculation.)

The data are compared in Fig. 1 when the detector is on the

axis of symmetry (r=0) and for four locations off the axis

(r=59, 79, 98, 119 cm). The axial source-to-detector distance

is 208 cm in all cases. The calculated and measured neutron

energy spectra are In good agreement at all detector locations.

Comparisons of the neutron and gamma ray spectra at all seventeen

detector locations at which measurements were made will be pre-

sented and discussed.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1, Comparison of the Calculated and Measured
Neutron Flux per Unit Energy versus Neutron Energy for
Detector Locations at z = 208 cm and r = 0, 59, 79, 98,
and 119 cm.


